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circle, 71, 169
circular saw, 223, 233
collation, 213
column, 342, 361
combustible, 147
combustion, 147
commencement of building operations, 28
Compartment kiln, 106
component drawings, 35
compressed air, 221
compressor, 221
compressive stress, 132
concealed door closer, 307
condensation, 155, 160
conditioning, 108
conduction, 148, 154
cone, 73, 168, 172, 175
confirmation notice, 51
Coniophora-cerebella, 112, 115
connectors, 143
column shell roof, 276
contact adhesives, 125
contracts, 35, 45
correction of timber, 97
Copper Development Association, 12
cost, insurance, freight, 87
Council of Forest Industries of British Columbia, 12
counter-battening, 278, 293
cover, 342
cover fillets, 295
Cowley level, 208
CPA, 12
cramping frame, 138
cross vault shell roof, 276
cube, 168
cube test, 342
curing, 124
curtain walling, 291
CWM, 130
cylinder, 73, 170
cylinder rim latch, 308
dado panelling, 292
daily report, 51
datum, 206; line, 215; peg, 208
daywork sheet, 48
dB, 163
deadloads, 351
deadlock, 308
daylight watch beetle, 116
decagon, 169
decay of timber, 112
dehcibel, 163
decking, 303, 342
decorative paper laminate, 81
defects liability period, 45
deflection, 136
delivery notes, 51
delivery records, 51
density, 65, 86
depth of charring, 153
detail drawings, 37
development, 14; of solids, 170
dew point, 160
diary, 51
diffusion, 121
dipping, 121
disciplinary rules, 57
discontinuous structure, 164
distortions, 108
district surveyor, 18
division, 66
dome, 180, 273
door, 303; check, 307; closers, 306; holder, 307; measurement, 45; schedules, 41; selector, 307, 310
dormer window, 177, 271
double action spring hinges, 303
double door selector, 307
double doors, 341
double insulation, 219
draw, 343
drawings: assembly, 37; component, 35; detail, 37; door range, 40; floor plans, 41; location, 35; range, 35; working, 35
drill, 229
drivers, 237
drop Gothic arch, 190
dry assembly, 138
drying schedules, 108
dry rot, 112
dumpy level, 211
durability, 86
early wood, 77
eaves, 252, 257
dead form, 343
dead joints, 137
effort, 128
electrical distribution, 220
electricity, 219
electric moisture, 100
electronic calculators, 68
equilibrium, 71, 169
equipsical arch, 192, 332
employee record card, 57
employment conditions, 57
empty cell process, 121
end-folding doors, 312
environmental loading, 352
equilateral Gothic arch, 190
equilibrium, 126, 130
equilibrium moisture content, 100
escutcheon plates, 309
Euophryum conpene, 116
examinations, 374
expanded metal, 343
expanded polystyrene, 343
exposed grip suspended ceilings, 279
external survey, 195
extraction equipment, 226, 240
eye protection, 228
factor of safety, 133
fair average quality, 89
fair face, 343
falsework, 343
FAQ, 89
FAS, 87, 89
fibreboard, 80
Fibre Building Board Development Organization, 12
fibre saturation point, 99
fibres, 77
fulcrum, 128
full cell process, 121
full height panelling, 293
full planning permission, 16, 35
furniture, 309
furniture beetle, 116
Gable end roof, 251
gable ladder, 256, 266
gablet, 189, 251
gambrel roof, 189, 251
gang mould, 346, 369
gantt charts, 46
general location plans, 35
general register, 28
generators, 220
goose lamiated timber, 78, 136
glam, 136
Gothic arch, 190, 331
grade stress, 133
grading: hardwood, 89; marking, 95; plywood, 89; re-marking, 95; rules, 91; soft-wood, 87; stress, 90
grounds, 293
GS, 91
gymnosperms, 77
half-hip roof, 251
half-turn stair, 314
Hammer-action stapler, 237
handrails, 325
HASAWA, 14, 20, 46
hawgood hinges, 304
Health and Safety at Work etc. Act, 1974, 14, 20, 46
health and safety controls, 14, 20
Health and Safety Executive, 14, 22
health and safety inspector, 22
heat, 66
heat loss, 154, 160
heat transfer, 154
hectagon, 169
height of collimation, 213
hemispherical dome, 182
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 10
hertz, 163
hexagon, 169
hinge positions, 305
hinges, 303
hipped-end roof, 251
HMSO, 10
honeycombing, 110
horizontal shores, 338
hot melt adhesive, 125
house longhorn beetle, 117
hydrostatic pressure, 346, 352
hygrometer, 100
Hylotrupes bajulus, 117
hyperbolic paraboloid shell roof, 274
ignition temperature, 147
impact sound, 164
imposed load, 131, 352
impregnability, 86
improvement notice, 22
indirect transmission, 164
industrial roof trusses, 264
industrial tribunals, 62
Inner London Building Regulations, 18
in situ cast, 346
inspection of building work, 18
insulation, 151, 154, 162, 254, 260, 286
INT adhesives, 125
integrity, 151
interim payment, 45
interlocking grounds, 294
interlocking plates, 294
intermediate sight, 213
internal adhesives, 125
internal datum, 216
internal survey, 196
interpenetration, 170
intersecting solids, 170
intersecting vaults, 180
interstitial condensation, 160
intumescent material, 153, 306
ironmongery, 45, 303

JCT, 45
jerkin-head roof, 251
JIB, 60
jig saw, 234
joinery: fixing, 300; protection, 110; storage, 110
Joint Contractors Tribunal, 45
Joint Industry Board, 60
joist hangers, 144
joists, 241
joist supports, 242
KAR, 91
keyhole plate, 309
kickers, 358
kiln seasoning, 106
knob furniture, 308
knobset, 308
knot area ratio, 91
knots, 91
K values, 155
laminated board, 79
laminate trimming, 236
lancet arch, 190
landings, 321
larvae, 118
late wood, 77
laying floorboards, 248
LDA, 12
Lead Development Association, 12
lean-to-roof, 251
length, 64
levelling, 206
lever furniture, 309
leviers, 128
lightweight cladding, 289
linear measurement, 198
live load, 346
load, 128
loads on formwork, 351
location drawings, 35
log, 78
louvre ventilator, 189
lycroc beetle, 116
Lyctus brunneus, 116
M50, 91
M75, 91
machine grading, 95
mansard roof, 251, 256
margin area, 91
margin condition, 94
margin knots, 91
mass, 64
maximum bending moment, 134
maximum shear, 135
measured quantities, 42
measurements, SI units, 63
measurements, SMM, 43
mechanical advantage, 129
mechanical fasteners, 126
mechanics, 126
melamine formaldehyde, 126
memo, 51
memorandum, 51
Merulis lacrymans, 112
MGS, 91
mine rot, 112
mobile compressor, 221
moisture: barrier, 288; content, 100; movement, 86, 101; resistant adhesives, 125
moments, 128, 130
moments of resistance, 134
mortise latch, 308
mortise locks, 308
mould, 346, 369
moulding template, 197
MR adhesives, 91, 125
MSS, 91
multiple raking shore, 337
multiplication, 63
mycelium, 113
nailed joints, 141
nailing distances, 146
nailing schedule, timber frame, 285
nail plates, 144
nail plate trussed rafters, 264
nails, 142
National Federation of Building Trade Employers, 45, 61
National Joint Council for the Building Industry, 60
National Working Rules, 46, 60
nature of sound, 163
neutral stress line, 132
NFBTE, 45, 61
NJCBI, 60
noise, 228
nonagon, 169
non-combustible, 147
non-flammable, 147
non-pressure treatment, 121
notice of building operations, 25
notifications, 28
oblique solid, 170
OBM, 206
octagon, 169
ogee arch, 191
open eaves, 258
open riser stair, 316, 322
optical site square, 199
orbital sander, 232
orders, 51
Ordinance bench mark/datum, 206, 209
ornamental roofs, 273
outline planning permission, 16, 35
overhanging eaves, 252
overhead door closer, 307
Pmax, 353
panelling, 292
panel moulds, 297
panic bolts, 310
parabolic arch, 192
parallax, 212
parallelogram, 71, 169
paramount partitions, 299
parapet gutter, 259
parenchyma, 77
parliament hinges, 303
particle board, 79
partitions, 297
PC sum, 42
pellets, 295
pentagon, 169
Pentarthurum huttoni, 117
percentages, 67
perimeter, 70
permissible stress, 133
permitted development, 14
phenol formaldehyde, 125, 138
pitched roof construction, 255
pitch line, 188
pivoted floor spring, 304
planed sections, 79
plane geometry, 168
planer, 226, 234
planning permission, 14
platform frame, 281
plywood, 79; grading, 89
pneumatic tools, 222, 237
pocket cutting, 234
point loads, 130
polygons, 169
Polystictus versicolor, 112
polyvinyl adhesive, 125
pores, 77
Poria vaillanti, 112
portable powered hand tools, 228
portal frame, 274
powder post beetle, 228
power sources, 229
power tools, 228
preambles, 42
pre-cast, 347, 369
preliminaries, 42
pre-machined sections, 78
preservation of timber, 120
preservatives, 120
pressure, 65
pressure treatment, 121
prime cost sum, 42
principle of moments, 128
prism, 73, 168, 171, 175
problem solving, 75
profiles, 198, 205
progressive kiln, 107
prohibition notice, 22, 34
proportion, 67
proprietary formwork, 350
proprietary partitions, 298
proprietary suspended ceilings, 279
protected shafts, 150
Protection of Eyes Regulations, 74, 228
provisional quantities, 42
provisional sum, 42
pupae, 118
purpose groups, 149
pyramid, 73, 168, 171, 174
Pythagoras's Theorem, (3:5:4 rule), 74, 199, 203
quadrilaterals, 169
quarter-turn stair, 314
quickset level, 210
radial sawn timber, 97
radial shrinkage, 99
radiation, 148, 154
radio frequency heating, 124
radius rod, 201
raking shores, 335
range drawings, 35
rate of air change, 154
rate of charring, 152
rate of growth, 94
ratio, 67
reactions, 130
rebated lock, 308
records of inspection, 29
rectangle, 71, 169
reduced level, 213
reduced voltage equipment, 219
reference grid, 208
relative humidity, 100
release agents, 351
requirements for burning, 147
requisitions, 51
resorcinol formaldehyde, 126, 128
retention, 45
returned eaves, 253
reverberant sound, 165
revision, 377
revolving doors, 313
rhombus, 169
rise and fall, 213
rising butts, 303
roof: erection, 260, 268; measurement, 45; trusses, 263
roofing geometry, 184
roofs, 250
router, 235
running dimensions, 195
run of mill, 88
R value, 155
sacrificial timber, 153
safety: adhesives, 126; compressed air, 221; formwork, 351, 372; power tools, 228;
  preservatives, 122; shoring, 340; signs, 30; wood dust, 239; woodworking
  machines, 222
sanders, 232
saturation point, 160
sawn sections, 78
saws, 223, 233
scarf inspection, 33
scarf joints, 137
schedules, 39, 41
screwdriver, 231
screwed joints, 141
screws, 142
seasoning, 105; defects, 108; developments, 108
second degree lever, 129
second fixing (measurement), 43
second seasoning, 108
sections of solids, 170
sector, 71, 169
security fittings, 308, 310
segment, 169
segmental arch, 190
semi-circle, 169
semi-circular centre, 331
separate dimensions, 195
separate grounds, 293
setting out, 198
shaking, 109
shear plate, 143
shear stress, 132
shell roof construction, 274
shipping marks, 87
shoring, 333
shrinkage, 99
simultaneous ignition, 148
single action spring hinges, 303
single floors, 241
site: diary, 51; layout, 46; paperwork, 48; plans, 35; square, 199
SI units, 63
sliding doors, 311
slope of grain, 94
slot screwing, 294
slotted plates, 294
slump test, 347
small room, 150
S(max), 135
SMM, 43
softwood, 77
softwood grading, 87
solid floors, 249
solids geometric, 168
specification, 37
sphere, 73, 168
spine beam stair, 324
spire, 273
split ring, 143
spontaneous ignition, 151
spores, 113
spring growth, 77
spring hinges, 303
spring stapler, 237
sprocketed eaves, 258
square, 70, 169
SS, 91
stability, 151
stairs, 45, 312, 313
Standard Method of Measurement, 43
standard trussed rafters, 265
stapler, 237
staples, 142
steel straps, 145
steeping, 121
step down transformer, 220
stick built housing, 280, 286
storey rod, 214
straight flight stair, 313
strength tests, 132
stress, 131
stressed skin panels, 273
stress grading, 91, 96
strike, 347
striking times, 372
strip flooring, 249
strip panelling, 296
structural grid, 208
stud partitions, 297
subtraction, 63
summer growth, 77
sundries, 45
surface: area, 73; condensation, 160; development, 172; planer, 226; resistances, 156; spread of flame, 148
survey, 194
suspended ceilings, 277
Swedish Finnish Timber Council, 13
synthetic resins, 124
Système International d'Unités, 63
table form, 347, 366
tangential sawn timber, 97
tangential shrinkage, 99
tapered steps, 314
tapered treads, 320
tar oils, 120
tBM, 210
temperature: bench mark, 210; difference, 154; ignition, 148; SI, 65
tensile stress, 132
terms of employment, 57
thermal: conductivity, 155; insulation, 154, 254, 260, 286; resistance, 155; transmittance, 155
thermoplastic, 124
thermosetting, 124
third degree lever, 129
three centred arch, 192
threshold of feeling, 163
threshold of hearing, 163
through and through conversion, 98
tilting level, 210
timber: available forms, 77; commercial, 77; conversion, 97; decay, 112; design, 131; fire resistance, 151; frame construction, 281; grading of, 87; marketing of, 86; moisture, 99; movement, 99; preservation of, 120; properties of, 81; protection of, 110; seasoning of, 105; sizes, 96; size tolerance, 96; source of supply, 81; storage, 110; transit, 110; uses, 78; weathering, 115
tracheids, 77
TRADA, 13
transformer, 220
transposition of formulae, 69
trapezium, 71, 169
trapezoid, 169
triangle, 71, 169
trimmed joist, 243
trimmer joist, 243
trimming, 243, 259
trimming joints, 246
trimming joist, 244
triple floors, 242
truncated solid, 170
truss clip, 145
trussed rafter, 264
trussed rafter measurement, 45
trussed rafter storage, 111
Tudor arch, 191
turning piece, 330
turret, 273
tusk mortice and tenon, 247
twist mortice and tenon, 247
twist drills, 230
UDL, 130
ultimate stress, 132
uniformly distributed loads, 130
units of measurement, 63
universal beam, 242
upper floors, 241
urea formaldehyde, 126, 139
U/S, 88
utskott, 78, 88
U value, 155
vapour barrier, 287
variations, 45
vaults, 178
ventilator, 189
verbal warnings, 57
verticality, 215
vertical shores, 333
vessels, 77
visual grading, 87, 89, 91
voltage requirements, 219
volume, 64, 72
volumetric housing, 281
wall forms, 358
wane, 94
waney edge, 78
washered butt hinge, 303
water: level, 216; seasoning, 108; soluble preservatives, 120; tank platforms, 260, 268
WBP adhesives, 125
weather and boil proof adhesives, 125
weathering, 115
weevils, 117
wet and dry bulb thermometer, 100
wet assembly, 138
wet rot, 112, 115
windows, measurement, 45
wood boring insects, 115
wood destroying fungi, 112
wood wool slabs, 81
Index

Woodworking Machine Regulations, 1974, 222
woodworking machines, 218, 222
working drawings, 35
work programming, 45
written warning, 57

Xestobium rufovillosum, 116

Z bar suspended ceiling, 279
spring growth, 77
spring hinges, 303
spring staples, 237
sprocketed eaves, 258
square, 70, 169
SS, 91
stability, 151
stair forms, 366
stairs, 45, 312, 313
Standard Method of Measurement, 43
standard trussed rafters, 265
stapler, 237
staples, 142
steel straps, 145
stepping, 121
step down transformer, 220
stick built housing, 280, 286
storey rod, 214
straight flight stair, 313
strength tests, 132
stress, 131
stressed skin panels, 273
stress grading, 91, 96
strike, 347
striking times, 372
strip flooring, 249
strip paneling, 296
structural grid, 208
stud partitions, 297
subtraction, 63
summer growth, 77
sundries, 94
surface: area, 73; condensation, 160; development, 172; planer, 236; resistances, 156; spread of flame, 148
survey, 194
suspended ceilings, 277
Swedish Finnish Timber Council, 13
synthetic resins, 124
Système International d'Unités, 63
table form, 347, 366
tangential saw timber, 97
tangential shrinkage, 99
tapered steps, 314
tapered treads, 320
tar oils, 120
TBM, 210
temperature: bench mark, 210; difference, 154; ignition, 148; SI, 65
tensile stress, 132
terms of employment, 57
thermal: conductivity, 155; insulation, 154, 254, 260, 286; resistance, 155; transmission, 155
thermoplastic, 124
thermosetting, 124
third degree lever, 129
three centred arch, 192
threshold of feeling, 163
through and through conversion, 98
tiling level, 210
timber: available forms, 77; commercial, 77; conversion, 97; decay, 112; design, 131; fire resistance, 151; frame construction, 281; grading of, 87; marketing of, 86; moisture, 99; movement, 99; preservation of, 120; properties of, 81; protection of, 110; seasoning of, 105; sizes, 96; size tolerance, 96; source of supply, 81; storage, 110; transit, 110; uses, 78; weathering, 115
tracheids, 77
TRADA, 13
transformer, 220
transposition of formulae, 69
trapezium, 71, 169
trapezoid, 169
triangle, 71, 169
trimmed joint, 243
trimmer joint, 243
trimming, 243, 259
trimming joints, 246
trimming joint, 244
triple floors, 242
truncated solid, 170
truss clip, 145
trussed rafter, 264
trussed rafter measurement, 45
trussed rafter storage, 111
Tudor arch, 191
turning piece, 330
turret, 273
tusk mortice and tenon, 247
twist drill, 230
UDL, 130
ultimate stress, 132
uniformly distributed loads, 130
units of measurement, 63
universal beam, 242
upper floors, 241
urea formaldehyde, 126, 129
US, 88
utskott, 78, 88
U value, 155
vapour barrier, 287
variations, 45
vaults, 179
ventilator, 189
verbal warnings, 57
verticality, 215
vertical shores, 333
vessels, 77
visual grading, 87, 89, 91
voltage requirements, 219
volumes, 64, 72
volumetric housing, 281
wall forms, 358
wane, 94
wane edge, 78
washed butt hinge, 303
water: level, 216; seasoning, 108; soluble preservatives, 120; tank platforms, 260, 268
WBP adhesives, 125
weather and boil proof adhesives, 125
weathering, 115
weevils, 117
wet and dry bulb thermometer, 100
wet assembly, 138
wet rot, 112, 115
windows, measurement, 45
wood boring insects, 115
wood destroying fungi, 112
wood wool slabs, 81
Woodworking Machine Regulations, 1974, 222
woodworking machines, 218, 222
working drawings, 35
work programming, 45
written warning, 57
Xeromium rufiovulans, 116
Z bar suspended ceiling, 279